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71. __________

72. __________

73. __________

74. __________

75. __________

76. __________

77. __________

78. __________

79. __________

80. __________

Warm-Up 5
In the National Sports League (NSL), a team earns 3 points for a regulation win, 2 points 
for an overtime win and 1 point for an overtime loss. How many total points did an NSL 
team with 29 regulation wins, 10 overtime wins and 4 overtime losses earn?

What common fraction is equivalent to 48.55  − 47.37?

If s equals the square root of the reciprocal of 1.21, what is the value of s? Express your 
answer as a common fraction.

A group of 4 students took a math test. The mean of the numbers of points scored by the 
students is 95 points out of a possible 100 points. What is the minimum possible number 
of points scored by any student?

In square ABCD, shown here, segments MN and OP trisect sides AB 
and DC, and segments QR and ST trisect sides AD and BC. What 
is the ratio of the combined area of the shaded regions to the area of 
square ABCD? Express your answer as a common fraction. 

All the students at the playground are wearing either long pants or shorts, and some are 
wearing a hat. Here is a table where Mossi recorded how many students are wearing 
various items. What is the probability that a randomly selected student on 
this playground is wearing shorts but no hat? Express your answer 
as a common fraction. 

What is the result when −8 × (−4) − (−8) is divided by the sum −6 + (−4)? 

Simon and Theo paid a total of $15 for lunch. Simon paid 2
3  the amount that Theo paid. 

How many more dollars than Simon did Theo pay? 

Molly is folding a right triangular prism out of a piece of poster board cut into 
the shape shown. If the distance between point A and point B is 24 inches, 
what will the volume of the prism be in cubic feet?

What is the value of 202,020,202,020 × 2021 − 202,120,212,021 × 2020?
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